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Abstract
We formalize the simplification of activity-on-edge graphs used for visualizing project schedules,
where the vertices of the graphs represent project milestones, and the edges represent either tasks of
the project or timing constraints between milestones. In this framework, a timeline of the project
can be constructed as a leveled drawing of the graph, where the levels of the vertices represent the
time at which each milestone is scheduled to happen. We focus on the following problem: given an
activity-on-edge graph representing a project, find an equivalent activity-on-edge graph—one with
the same critical paths—that has the minimum possible number of milestone vertices among all
equivalent activity-on-edge graphs. We provide an O(mn2)-time algorithm for solving this graph
minimization problem.
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1 Introduction
The critical path method is used in project modeling to describe the tasks of a project, along
with the dependencies among the tasks; it was originally developed as PERT by the United
States Navy in the 1950s [18]. A dependency graph is used to identify bottlenecks, and in
particular to find the longest path among a sequence of tasks, where each task has a required
length of time to complete (this is known as the critical path).
In this paper we consider a phase in planning a given project in which we do not yet know
the time lengths of each task. We are interested in the problem of visualizing an abstract
timeline of the potential critical paths (i.e., paths that could be critical depending on the
lengths of the tasks) of the project, represented abstractly as a partially ordered set of tasks.
The most common method of visualizing partially ordered sets, as an activity-on-node graph
(a transitively reduced directed acyclic graph with a vertex for each task) is unsuitable for
this aim, because it represents each task as a point instead of an object that can extend over
a span of time in a timeline. To resolve this issue, we choose to represent each task as an
edge in a directed acyclic graph. In this framework, the endpoints of the task edges have a
natural interpretation, as the milestones of the project to be scheduled. Additional unlabeled
edges do not represent tasks to be performed within the project, but constrain certain pairs
of milestones to occur in a certain chronological order. The resulting activity-on-edge graph
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Figure 1 An activity-on-node graph, above, and its naively expanded activity-on-edge graph,
below, with solid arrows as task edges and empty arrows as unlabeled edges.
can then be drawn in standard upward graph drawing style [1, 6, 8, 10, 11]. Alternatively,
once the lengths of the tasks are known and the project has been scheduled, this graph can
be drawn in leveled style [12,16], where the level of each milestone vertex represents the time
at which it is scheduled.
It is straightforward to expand an activity-on-node graph into an activity-on-edge graph
by expanding each task vertex of the activity-on-node graph into a pair of milestone vertices
connected by a task edge, with the starting milestone of each task retaining all of the
incoming unlabeled edges of the activity-on-node graph and the ending milestone retaining
all of the outgoing edges. It is convenient to add two more milestones at the start and end of
the project, connected respectively to all milestones with no incoming edges and from all
milestones with no outgoing edges. The size of the resulting activity-on-edge graph is linear
in the size of the activity-on-node graph. An example of such a transformation is depicted in
Figure 1.
However, the graphs that result from this naive expansion are not minimal. Often, one can
merge some pairs of milestones (for instance the ending milestone of one task and the starting
milestone of another task) to produce a simpler activity-on-edge graph (such as the one for
the same schedule in Figure 2). Despite having fewer milestones, this simpler graph can be
equivalent to the original, in the sense that its potential critical paths (maximal sequences
of tasks that belong to a single path in the graph) are the same. By being simpler, this
merged graph should aid in the visualization of project schedules. In this paper we formulate
and provide an O(mn2)-time algorithm (where n is the number of milestones and m is the
number of unlabeled edges) for the problem of optimal simplification of activity-on-edge
graphs.
1.1 New Results
We describe a polynomial-time algorithm that, given an activity-on-edge graph (i.e., a directed
acyclic graph with a subset of its edges labeled as tasks), produces a directed acyclic graph
that preserves the potential critical paths of the graph and has the minimum possible number
of vertices among all critical-path-preserving graphs for the given input. Our algorithm is
agnostic about the weights of the tasks. In more general terms, the resulting graph has the
following properties:
The task edges in the given graph correspond one-to-one with the task edges in the new
graph.
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Figure 2 A simplification of the graph from Figure 1.
The new graph has the same dependency (reachability) relation among task edges as the
original graph.
The new graph has the same potential critical paths as the original graph.
The number of vertices of the graph is minimized among all graphs with the first three
properties.
Our algorithm repeatedly applies a set of local reduction rules, each of which either
merges a pair of adjacent vertices or removes an unlabeled edge, in arbitrary order. When
no rule can be applied, the algorithm outputs the resulting graph.
We devote the rest of this section to related work and then describe the preliminaries in
Section 2. We then present the algorithm in Section 3 and show in Section 4 that its output
preserves the potential critical paths of the input, and in Section 5 that it has the minimum
possible number of vertices. We also show that the output is independent of the order in
which the rules are applied. We discuss the running time in Section 6 and conclude with
Section 7.
1.2 Related work
Constructing clear and aesthetically pleasing drawings of directed acyclic graphs is an old
and well-established task in graph drawing, with many publications [5,6,13,19]. The work in
this line that is most closely relevant for our work involves upward drawings of unweighted
directed acyclic graphs [1, 8, 10,11] or leveled drawings of directed acyclic graphs that have
been given a level assignment [12,16] (an assignment of a y-coordinate to each vertex, for
instance representing its height on a timeline).
Although multiple prior publications use activity-on-edge graphs [3,7,15,17] and even
consider graph drawing methods specialized for these graphs [20], we have been unable to
locate prior work on their simplification. This problem is related to a standard computational
problem, the construction of the transitive reduction of a directed acyclic graph or equivalently
the covering graph of a partially ordered set [2]. We note in addition our prior work on
augmenting partially ordered sets with additional elements (preserving the partial order on
the given elements) in order to draw the augmented partial order as an upward planar graph
with a minimum number of added vertices [9].
The PERT method may additionally involve the notion of “float”, in which a given task
may be delayed some amount of time (depending on the task) without any effect on the
overall time of the project [4, 14]. We do not consider constraints of this form in the present
work, although the unlabeled edges of our output can in some sense be seen as serving a
similar purpose.
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2 Preliminaries
We first define an activity-on-edge graph. The graph can be a multigraph to allow tasks that
can be completed in parallel to share both a start and end milestone when possible.
I Definition 1. An activity-on-edge graph (AOE) is a directed acyclic multigraph G = (V,E),
where a subset of the edges of E, denoted T , are labeled as task edges. The labels, denoting
tasks, are distinct, and we identify each edge in T with its label.
I Definition 2. Given an AOE G with tasks T , for all T ∈ T , let StG(T ) be the start vertex
of T , and let EndG(T ) be the end vertex of T .
When the considered graph is clear from context, we omit the subscript G and write St(T )
and End(T ). It may be that St(T ) = St(T ′), or End(T ) = End(T ′), or End(T ) = St(T ′)
with T 6= T ′.
To define potential critical paths formally, we introduce the following notation.
I Definition 3. Given an AOE G with tasks T , for all T, T ′ ∈ T with T 6= T ′, say that T
has a path to T ′ in G if there exists a path from End(T ) to St(T ′), or if End(T ) = St(T ′),
and write T  G T ′.
I Definition 4. Given an AOE G with tasks T , a potential critical path is a sequence of
tasks P = (T1, . . . , Tk), where for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1, Ti  G Ti+1, and where P is not a
subsequence of any other sequence with this property.
Our algorithm will apply a set of transformation rules to an input AOE of a canonical
form.
I Definition 5. A canonical AOE is an AOE which is naively expanded from an activity-on-
node graph.
Every AOE G can be transformed into a canonical AOE with the same reachability
relation on its tasks. First, we start by computing the reachability relation of the tasks. The
transitive closure of the resulting reachability matrix gives an activity-on-node graph (which
is quadratic, in the worst case, in the size of the original AOE). Then, this activity-on-node
graph can be converted to a canonical AOE as described in Section 1.
I Definition 6. Two AOE graphs G and H are equivalent, i.e. G ≡ H, if G and H have
the same set of tasks—i.e., there is a label-preserving bijection between the task edges of G
and those of H—and, with respect to this bijection, G and H have the same set of potential
critical paths.
IDefinition 7. An AOE G is optimal if G minimizes the number of vertices for its equivalence
class: i.e., if for every AOE H ≡ G, |V (H)| ≥ |V (G)|.
We now formally define our problem.
Problem 1. Given a canonical AOE G, find some optimal AOE H with H ≡ G.
3 Simplification Rules
Our algorithm takes a canonical AOE and greedily applies a set of rules until no more rules
can be applied. Given an AOE G = (V,E) and given two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , the
simplification rules used by our algorithm are:
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Figure 3 On the left, an AOE in which each of rules 1-3 can be applied, and on the right, the
corresponding graph output by the algorithm.
1. if u and v have no outgoing task edges and have precisely the same outgoing neighbors,
merge u and v. Symmetrically, if u and v have no incoming task edges and have precisely
the same incoming neighbors, merge u and v.
2. If u has an unlabeled edge to v, and u has another path to v, remove the edge (u, v).
3. If u has an unlabeled edge to v and the following conditions are satisfied, merge u and v:
rule 2 is not applicable to the edge (u, v).
if u has an outgoing task, then v has no incoming edge other than (u, v).
if v has an incoming task, then u has no outgoing edge other than (u, v).
every incoming neighbor of v has a path to every outgoing neighbor of u.
Figure 3 depicts an AOE graph and the graph output by the algorithm after applying all
possible rules. Vertices u and v can be merged by rule 3, since there is no other path from
u to v to apply rule 2 (satisfying the first condition in the application of rule 3), u and v
have no outgoing and no incoming task, respectively, and v has no incoming neighbor other
than u. Therefore, the conditions of rule 3 are true (the second and third hold vacuously).
Further, vertices u′ and v′ can be merged since the first three conditions for applying rule 3
are satisfied and there exists a path from w′ to y′, satisfying the last condition.
It will be convenient for the proofs in Section 5 to give a name to the output of the
algorithm:
I Definition 8. An output AOE, denoted A, is any AOE obtained from a canonical AOE G
by a sequence of applications of rules 1, 2, and 3, to which none of these rules can still be
applied.
We will show (Theorem 19) that A does not depend on the order in which the rules are
applied.
4 Correctness
In this section we prove the correctness of our algorithm (its output graph is equivalent to
its input graph).
We begin with preserving potential critical paths. We show that the rules never change
the existence or nonexistence of a path from one task to another, and that this implies
preservation of potential critical paths.
I Lemma 9. Given two AOEs G and H with the same set of tasks T , G and H have the
same reachability relation  on the tasks if and only if G ≡ H.
Proof. Trivially, we have T  G T ′ (or T  H T ′) if and only if T is earlier than T ′ in some
potential critical path of G (or H). Therefore, preservation of potential critical paths is
equivalent to preservation of the reachability relation. J
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I Lemma 10. The output of the algorithm is equivalent to its input.
Proof. We show the invariant that given tasks T and T ′, T  T ′ at a given iteration of the
algorithm if and only if T  T ′ at the next iteration. From this, and from the fact that the
rules never change the set of tasks, it follows that the output of the algorithm has the same
reachability relation on its tasks as the input, and then the lemma follows from Lemma 9.
The invariant is true because merging a pair of vertices (rules 1 and 3) never disconnects
a path, and no edge is ever removed (by rule 2) between two vertices unless another path
exists between the two vertices. In particular, the end vertex of T still has a path to the
start vertex of T ′ after the application of any of the rules.
For the other direction, removing an edge never introduces a new path. Furthermore, if
vertices u and v are merged by applying rule 1, and if some vertex w has a path to some
vertex z through the newly merged uv, then the condition of rule 1 ensures that w has a path,
through u or v, to z before the merge. Similarly, suppose u and v are merged by applying
rule 3. Then if w has a path to z through uv, then (abusing notation) either w  u and
v  z before the merge, so w  z (via the edge (u, v)), or for some incoming neighbor x of
v and outgoing neighbor y of u, w  x and y  z. In this case, by the conditions of the
rule, w  z before the merge. J
I Lemma 11. Any intermediate graph that results from applying rules of the algorithm to
an input canonical AOE graph, is acyclic.
Proof. Given Definition 1 and Definition 5, the canonical AOE input G is acyclic. Now we
show none of the rules can create a cycle after being applied to an intermediate acyclic graph
G′. This is obvious for rule 2 as it removes edges. Suppose for a contradiction that merging
vertices u and v creates a cycle. The cycle must involve the new vertex resulting from the
merge. For rule 1, this implies the existence of a cycle in G′ either from u or v to itself which
is a contradiction. For rule 3, it implies the existence of a cycle in G′ including the unlabeled
edge (u, v) or a cycle including an incoming neighbor of v and an outgoing neighbor of u,
which is a contradiction. J
I Corollary 12. Any graph A output by the algorithm is acyclic.
5 Optimality
In this section we prove the optimality of our algorithm: it uses as few vertices as possible.
Let A be any output AOE. Let Opt be any optimal AOE such that A ≡ Opt. Our proof
relies on an injective mapping from the vertices of A to the vertices of Opt. The existence
of this mapping shows that A has at most as many vertices as Opt, and therefore has the
optimal number of vertices. Once we have identified the vertices of A with the vertices of
Opt in this way, we show that, for a given input, any two graphs output by the algorithm
(but not necessarily Opt) must have the same unlabeled edges. Since the task edges are
determined, and since the injective mapping to Opt determines the vertices, determining the
unlabeled edges implies the order-independence of our algorithm’s choice of simplification
rules.
Before defining the mapping between A and Opt, we establish some facts about the
structure of A.
I Lemma 13. For every unlabeled edge (u, v) in any output AOE A, there exist tasks T and
T ′ such that u = End(T ) and v = St(T ′).
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Proof. By Definition 8, A is produced by the algorithm from some canonical AOE G. This
property holds for G by Definition 5. As every rule of the algorithm either removes an
unlabeled edge or merges two vertices, and never creates a new edge or vertex, the proof is
complete. J
I Corollary 14. Every vertex in an output AOE A has an incident task edge.
We can now define a mapping from the vertices of A to those of Opt:
I Definition 15. Given an output AOE A with task set T , and given an optimal AOE Opt
with A ≡ Opt, let M : V (A)→ V (Opt) be the following mapping: for every v ∈ V (A):
Let M(v) = StOpt(T ), for some T ∈ T for which v = StA(T ), if such a task exists.
Let M(v) = EndOpt(T ), where v = EndA(T ), otherwise.
As shown in Corollary 14, every vertex in A has an incident task edge, and by Definition 6,
A and Opt have the same set of tasks. Therefore, this mapping is well-defined (up to its
arbitrary choices of which task to use for each v). To prove that M is injective, we will use
the fact that since A ≡ Opt, A and Opt have the same reachability relation (by Lemma 9
and Lemma 10).
The heart of the proof that M is injective lies in showing that if two tasks do not share a
vertex in A, the corresponding tasks also do not share the corresponding vertices in Opt.
From this it follows that M cannot map distinct vertices in A to the same vertex in Opt.
I Lemma 16. Given an output AOE A, and an optimal AOE Opt ≡ A, with task set T , let
T and T ′ be two distinct tasks in T . If StA(T ) 6= StA(T ′), then StOpt(T ) 6= StOpt(T ′). If
EndA(T ) 6= EndA(T ′), then EndOpt(T ) 6= EndOpt(T ′).
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that StA(T ) 6= StA(T ′), but StOpt(T ) = StOpt(T ′) (the
other case is symmetrical). Let u = StA(T ) and v = StA(T ′). Consider the following
(exhaustive) cases for u and v:
1. u and v have no incoming edges
2. u or v has an incoming unlabeled edge, but neither u nor v has an incoming task edge
3. u or v has an incoming task edge A
In case 1, applying rule 1 results in merging u and v. However, since A is the output of
the algorithm, no rule can be applied to A. This is a contradiction.
In case 2, u and v cannot have the same incoming neighbors or else rule 1 would apply.
We may assume without loss of generality that there exist a vertex w and an unlabeled edge
(w, u), such that the edge (w, v) does not exist. By Lemma 13, there exists a task A where
w = EndA(A). Since A A T and A ≡ Opt (by Lemma 10), then by Lemma 9, A Opt T ,
so A Opt T ′, since StOpt(T ) = StOpt(T ′). Again by Lemma 9, A A T ′, so there is a path
P from w to v. If |P | = 1, then this contradicts that (w, v) does not exist. Suppose |P | > 1.
Then we show there exist some vertex w′ 6= w and an unlabeled edge (w′, v). The following
cases are exhaustive:
(a) P contains a path from u to v. As such a path to v exists and v has no incoming task
edge, there exist a vertex w′ and an unlabeled edge (w′, v) (w′ 6= u), not belonging to P
unless rule 3 can be applied to vertex v and its incoming neighbor in path P .
(b) P does not contain a path from u to v. As |P | > 1, an unlabeled edge (w′, v) belonging
to path P exists.
Given the existence of (w′, v), by Lemma 13, there exists a task B where w′ = EndA(B).
B  A T ′, so by reasoning similar to the above, B  A T . Then, one can apply rule 2
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Figure 4 Lemma 16, case 2, subcase b (double arrows indicate paths).
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Figure 5 Lemma 16, case 3, subcase b.
and either remove edge (w′, v) in case a or (w, u) in case b (Figure 4); this contradicts the
definition of A.
In case 3, we can assume without loss of generality that u has an incoming task A;
consequently, u = EndA(A). Then, by Lemma 9, we have A Opt T ′ and thus A A T ′ via
a path P . Consider the following cases for P :
(a) P contains a task edge B
(b) P is a sequence of unlabeled edges
In case a, by Lemma 9 B  Opt T ′, and thus B  Opt T , and therefore B  A T . This
creates a cycle between u and EndA(B), contradicting Corollary 12.
In case b, illustrated in Figure 5, since rule 3 cannot be applied (if it could, this would
contradict the definition of A), there exist a vertex x not on the path from u to v, and an
edge (x, v) (a task edge or an unlabeled edge). Therefore, there exists a task B where either
v = EndA(B) or by Lemma 13, x = EndA(B). Considering Opt and applying Lemma 9,
B  Opt T so B  A T . This path either creates a cycle in A or allows for removing edge
(x, v) by rule 2, which is a contradiction.
Thus if StA(T ) 6= StA(T ′), then StOpt(T ) 6= StOpt(T ′). J
I Lemma 17. Given an output AOE A, and an optimal AOE Opt ≡ A, with task set T , let
T and T ′ be two distinct tasks in T . If EndA(T ) 6= StA(T ′), then EndOpt(T ) 6= StOpt(T ′).
Proof. The proof, which is in Appendix A.1, uses essentially the same approach as the proof
of Lemma 16: supposing that the two vertices are the same, then using the fact that A and
Opt have the same reachability relation on their tasks, and the definition of A as having no
more rules to apply, to derive a contradiction. J
There is one remaining technicality: we have defined an optimal AOE as being acyclic;
the question arises whether one could reduce the number of vertices by allowing (unlabeled)
cycles. However, this is not the case; it is easy to see that any unlabeled cycle can be merged
into one vertex, reducing the number of vertices, without changing the reachability relation
on the tasks.
We are ready to prove our main results.
I Theorem 18. Given a canonical AOE G, the algorithm produces an optimal AOE Opt ≡ G.
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Proof. Let A be the output AOE produced by the algorithm on G. Given any optimal AOE
Opt and A, the mapping M in Definition 15 is injective: suppose for a contradiction that u
and v are distinct vertices in A, and w =M(u) =M(v). Then by the definition of M , either
u, v, and w have the same incoming task, or u, v, and w have the same outgoing task, or
there exist tasks T and T ′ such that (without loss of generality) u = EndA(T ), v = StA(T ′),
and EndOpt(T ) = w = StOpt(T ′). By Lemmas 16 and 17, all three of these cases imply that
u = v.
Therefore, |V (Opt)| = |V (A)|. Furthermore, A ≡ G, by Lemma 10. The theorem
follows. J
I Theorem 19. Given an input, the algorithm produces the same output regardless of the
order in which the rules are applied.
Proof. As stated earlier, all task edges of an input canonical AOE G are present in any
output of the algorithm and the mapping determines the vertices. Therefore, it suffices to
show that any two graphs output by the algorithm have the same set of unlabeled edges.
Suppose for a contradiction that A1 and A2 are two distinct outputs of the algorithm,
resulting from applying different sequences of rules. By Theorem 18, the algorithm always
produces an optimal AOE. Therefore, |VA1 | = |VA2 | = |VOpt|. Since A1 6= A2, there is an
unlabeled edge (u, v) in A1 (without loss of generality) that is not in A2. By Lemma 13, there
exist task edges T and T ′ such that u = EndA1(T ) and v = StA1(T ′). We have T  A1 T ′.
Since by Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, A1 and A2 both preserve the reachability relation of the
tasks of G, we have T  A2 T ′. Consider the cases for path P from T to T ′ in A2:
1. There exists a task A in P other than T and T ′.
2. Path P is a sequence of unlabeled edges.
In case 1, we have T  A2 A A2 T ′ and therefore, T  A1 A A1 T ′. Then by rule 2,
one can remove the edge (u, v), which contradicts the definition of A1.
In case 2, the length of P is at least two, and P contains a vertex w. By Lemma 13,
there exist tasks A and B where w = EndA2(A) = StA2(B). Now, since A1 ≡ A2, both
graphs are optimal, and both graphs are outputs of the algorithm, Lemma 17 implies that
EndA1(A) = StA1(B). Call this vertex x. Then there exists a path from u to v, through x,
by Lemma 9, and one can remove the edge (u, v) by rule 2. This contradicts the definition of
A1. J
It is tempting to imagine that Theorem 19 implies uniqueness of the optimal AOE.
However, this is not the case: the unlabeled edges of an optimal AOE are not determined by
our bijection. Figure 6 shows an optimal AOE graph that our algorithm cannot produce
(because it violates Lemma 13). One way to see the optimality is to expand the graph naively
into a canonical AOE, apply the algorithm, and verify that the resulting number of vertices
is the same.
6 Analysis
Let n be the number of vertices in a canonical AOE (which is linear in the number of tasks),
and m the number of unlabeled edges. (The number of task edges is O(m).) There are
at most O(n + m) iterations in the algorithm, because each iteration either merges two
vertices or removes an edge, by applying one of the three rules. This requires finding an edge
to remove (O(m) potential edges) or two vertices to merge (O(n2) potential pairs), then
performing the merge or the removal. Intuitively, our algorithm runs in polynomial time as
it takes polynomial time to find and apply a rule.
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Figure 6 An optimal AOE graph that the algorithm cannot produce.
Algorithm 1 the proposed transformation algorithm.
Data: Canonical AOE G
Result: Optimal AOE Opt
1 while true do
2 Initialize and compute the reachability matrix M ;
3 Remove, by rule 2, all unlabeled edges (u, v) where M [u][v] = 2;
4 if rule 1 applies then
5 apply rule 1;
6 else if rule 3 applies then
7 apply rule 3;
8 else
9 return the graph;
We provide a faster implementation of our algorithm than the naive approach. The
algorithm transforms a canonical AOE graph G into an optimal AOE graph by applying
rules 1, 2 or 3. For simplicity, we label the vertices 1, . . . , n. At each iteration, compute
a reachability matrix M for the current graph. M [u][v] indicates whether there exist zero,
one, or more than one paths from u to v. In order to compute M , for all u and v initialize
M [u][v] = 1 if the edge (u, v) exists. Then sort the vertices in topological order (such an
ordering exists according to Lemma 11). For each vertex v in this order, and for each vertex
u, set M [u][v] to min(2,
∑
w∈W (M [u][w])), where W is the set of all vertices w such that
either w = v or there exists an edge (w, v). This procedure takes O(nm) time. Algorithm 1
provides a summary.
Given the reachability matrix, an unlabeled edge (u, v) is removed by rule 2 in O(1) time,
if M [u][v] ≥ 2. Therefore, checking rule 2 for all edges takes O(m) time.
Without loss of generality, for rule 1, we only consider merges of pairs of vertices with
the same outgoing neighbors. This requires, for each vertex u with no outgoing task edge, a
sorted list of outgoing neighbors (S[u]). To obtain such lists for all vertices, list unlabeled
edges as pairs of vertices and sort all the pairs with two bucket sorts: first over the first
elements of the pairs, then over the second elements. Breaking the sorted list into chunks of
pairs with the same first element (say u), gives the outgoing neighbors of u, in the second
elements of the pairs, in a numerically sorted order. This takes O(m) time. Then find pairs of
vertices to merge, if any exist: first, bucket sort vertices based on their out-degree. Vertices
in different buckets cannot be merged by rule 1. For each bucket b containing vertices with
degree d (0 ≤ d < n), call MergeDetection(b, d):
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10 Function MergeDetection(bucket a, i):
11 if i = 0 then
12 return bucket a
13 else
14 bucket sort vertices v of a based on S[v][i]
15 foreach newly created bucket a′ do
16 MergeDetection(a′, i− 1)
The vertices in each resulting bucket have the same outgoing neighbors and can be merged
by rule 1. As each vertex with degree d appears in one bucket in each of d+ 1 iterations,
this sort takes O(
∑
v(deg(v))) = O(m) time. Upon merging vertices u and v, name the new
vertex min(u, v).
To check rule 3, for each vertex v, compute I(v): the intersection of the reachable sets of
the incoming neighbors of v. This takes O(mn) time.
Consider only those unlabeled edges (u, v) that meet the preconditions of rule 3 concerning
the existence of outgoing and incoming tasks of u and v respectively. Test whether the last
point in rule 3 applies to edge (u, v) by testing in O(n) time whether all outgoing neighbors
of u are in I(v).
Computing the reachability matrix takes O(mn) time, and using this matrix to check
for rule 2 takes O(m) time per iteration. Checking for rule 1 or 3 takes O(mn) time per
iteration. Further, the outer loop in Algorithm 1 runs at most n times as it either merges two
vertices or returns the output. This gives a total complexity of O(mn2) for our algorithm.
7 Conclusion
Our algorithm reduces the visual complexity of an activity-on-edge graph, making it easier
to understand bottlenecks in a project. The algorithm repeatedly applies simple rules and
therefore can be implemented easily. We have shown that the algorithm runs in O(mn2)
time. One question for future work is whether this analysis is tight. Another question is
whether some other algorithm could achieve an optimal graph more efficiently.
Furthermore, one can measure the complexity of a graph in other ways. One question for
future work is whether one can minimize the number of edges in an AOE graph in polynomial
time. Another question is whether one can, in polynomial time, convert an AOE graph G
into a graph that (i) has the same potential critical paths as G, and (ii) has a plane drawing
with fewer edge crossings than all other graphs satisfying (i). It would also be interesting to
implement this algorithm and run it on realistic graphs arising in project planning, and to
evaluate the visual complexity of the resulting graphs in terms of the measures described
above.
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Figure 8 Lemma 17, case 2a.
A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Lemma 17
I Lemma 17. Given an output AOE A, and an optimal AOE Opt ≡ A, with task set T , let
T and T ′ be two distinct tasks in T . If EndA(T ) 6= StA(T ′), then EndOpt(T ) 6= StOpt(T ′).
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that u = EndA(T ) 6= v = StA(T ′), but EndOpt(T ) =
StOpt(T ′). Since T  Opt T ′, then by Lemma 9, T  A T ′, so u has a path P to v. Consider
the following possible cases for path P :
1. There exists a task A in P .
2. P only consists of unlabeled edges. Consider the cases for any unlabeled edge (u′, v′) in
P :
a. There exist incident tasks S and S′, pointing away from and toward u′ and v′,
respectively.
b. There exists an incident unlabeled edge (u′, w′) pointing away from u′ and an incident
task S′ pointing toward v′.
c. There exists an incident task S pointing away from u′ and an incident unlabeled edge
(w′, v′) pointing toward v′.
d. There exists an incident unlabeled edge (u′, w′) pointing away from u′ and an incident
unlabeled edge (x′, v′) pointing toward v′. Vertices u′ and v′ have no outgoing or
incoming task edges, respectively.
These cases are exhaustive as path P either has a task or it is a sequence of unlabeled
edges. Further, for case 2, suppose for an unlabeled edge (u′, v′), none of the subcases of 2a,
2b, 2c and 2d holds. Then, by rule 3, one can merge vertices u′ and v′; this contradicts the
definition of A.
In case 1, shown in Figure 7, we have T  A A A T ′ so by Lemma 9, T  Opt A Opt
T ′. Therefore, there is a path in Opt (through A) from EndOpt(T ) to StOpt(T ′). Since
EndOpt(T ) = StOpt(T ′), this path creates a cycle in Opt. However, Opt is an AOE graph
and is therefore acyclic by Definition 1.
In case 2a, shown in Figure 8, S′  A T ′, so by Lemma 9, S′  Opt T ′, i.e. there is a path
from S′ to StOpt(T ′). Similarly, T  A T ′, so there is a path from EndOpt(T ) to S. Since
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Figure 10 Lemma 17, case 2d.
StOpt(T ′) = EndOpt(T ), this implies S′  Opt S, so by Lemma 9, S′  A S. Therefore, there
is a path in A from EndA(S′) to StA(S). This path creates a cycle in A and contradicts
Corollary 12.
In case 2b, shown in Figure 9, by Lemma 13, there exists a task S where w′ = StA(S).
Since we have T  A S and S′  A T ′ and EndOpt(T ) = StOpt(T ′), by Lemma 9, we have
S′  Opt S. Therefore, there is a path in A from v′ = EndA(S′) to w′ = StA(S). This path
either creates a cycle between u′ and v′, contradicting Corollary 12 or by rule 2, one can
remove edge (u′, w′), which is a contradiction by the definition of A.
Case 2c is almost identical to case 2b, and again leads to the existence of a path from S′
to S (similarly defined), resulting in either a cycle or an application of rule 2 .
In case 2d, shown in Figure 10, by Lemma 13, there exist task edges S and S′ where
w′ = StA(S) and x′ = EndA(S′), and unlabeled edges (x′, v′) and (u′, w′). We have
S′  Opt S, then by Lemma 9, S′  A S. Therefore, there is a path in A from EndA(S′) to
StA(S). This path either creates a cycle between u′ and v′, contradicting Corollary 12 or by
rule 3, one can merge u′ and v′ in A, which is a contradiction by the definition of A.
Thus if EndA(T ) 6= StA(T ′), then EndOpt(T ) 6= StOpt(T ′). J
